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For several years LISTA has been helping top race teams
and 0EMs declutter, organize and arrange workshop spaces

into efficient places of work, thanks to its storage soLutions
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and tested thousands of times"
in the automotive industry and

motor racing. All major brands
rely on the high-quality system
that flexibly fulfills every
customer requirement from
single-drawer cabinets to fully
integrated work lines. The
modular design and excellent
quality ensure that LISTA
applications are a perfect fit, as
well as being durable and robust.
Special requirements of the
sector are implemented in detail,
enabling you to benefit from a
personalized, coherent solution
that makes your workshop better
organized, more efficient and
even more visually appealing.
LISTA knows what is important
in the automotive industry.
That's why it offers a wide range
of purpose-specific modules,
superstructures and accessories
to equip your workshop to the
highest standards. lndustryspecific details and special
solutions for fluid management

Many leading race teams and
OEMs frust LISTA equipment (lop);
LISTA's ra n ge of i nd u stry-specif ic
modules and units can bê tailored

to specific reguirements (above)

"FOR MANYYEARS,
WORKSHOPS ALL
OVER THE WORLD
HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
BEEN WORKING

WITH SOLUTIONS
FROM LISTA"

and other typical MRO

applications provide top
ergonomics; enhancing your
efficiency and productivity.
For many years workshops
all over the world have been
successfully working with
solutions from LISTA, including
the service centers of major
brands such as Audi, BMW, VW,
Porsche, Mercedes-Benz, Ferrari
and AMG. Experience, quality
and durability make LISTA a
strong partner in the MRO field.
Mercedes-Benz has set
the bar as regards elegance,

representativeness and
innovation with the construction
of its new car showroom in
Bremen, Germany. Therefore,
right from the beginning, only
one supplier came to mind to
furnish the service workshop,
including saddlery, body
construction, AMG area and the
newly conceived direct service
stations. LISTA met the challenge
with top-quality service and a
tailor-made, special solution.
This challenging project
included the complete fitting of
the workshop with workbenches,
hardware cabinets, quality
control stations and shelving to
store parts. ln addition another
important element are the
service stations developed
especially for the branch, which
have a range of customized
features such as an integrated
service terminal, network and
power supply, compressed air,
control for the lifting device,
washbasin, disposal unit and
storage spaces for small parts.
"lt was important to tackle
this complex task in a timeand cost-efficient manner," said
the client about the pro¡ect. <
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